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Steps and achievements of the Greek OpenAIRE National Open Access Desk, Athena Research Center (coordinator) and Hellenic Academic Libraries Link (HEAL-Link), in aligning national research practices with “open” European developments.

Work is based on activities around a <policy> - <infrastructure> - <training> nexus, involving at the institutional <vertical> and national <horizontal> level academic and research stakeholders to discussions and stimulating appropriate actions.

**Scholarly Communication**
- Task Force for OA Policy in research institutions; review of University OA policies; approval of OA policy template by the Council of Rectors
- HEAL-Legal service; desk research on Greek law & regulation
- NOADs helpdesk for RPOs & RFOs policy adoption & implementation
- SELL & HEAL-Link Declarations on OA

**Skills and Training**
- RDM Training in Academic Libraries
- OpenAIRE series of webinars for Open Science and Responsible Research & Innovation
- Translation of the Carpentries

**FAIR Data**
- Task Force for Repository Interoperability
- Upgrading of IRs to reach OpenAIRE interoperability standards
- Subscription to premium services in ORCID & DataCite for persistent identifiers to key data entities
- Research on data service requirements with NI4OS-Europe
- NOADs helpdesk for RPOs and RFOs policy adoption, implementation & compliance with OA & RDM requirements
- FAIR Guide for Nanotechnology
- Signatory of ‘Hague Declaration on Knowledge Discovery in the Digital Age’

**Rewards & Incentives**
- Translation of DORA
- Lobbying with RFOs & Academic Quality Assurance Units

**Research Indicators & New Generation Metrics**
- HERMES: an initiative for the visualization of research publications
- OpenAIRE Monitoring Dashboards for RFOs & repository managers

**Citizen Science**
- Link with the OpenAIRE Task Force on Citizen Science

**Research integrity**
- Lobbying with Research Institutions & RFOs

**European Open Science Cloud**
- Research Data Repositories: HELIX, the national ecosystem of RDM services, & HARDMIN, a solution for institutional DR
- Representation in the General Secretariat for Research and Technology Open Science Working Group
- Initiation & coordination of bottom-up Open Science Task Force